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come or not.A. There is no telling B. There is not tellingC. There is

telling not D. There is not to tell2. ___ evidence that

language-acquiring ability must be stimulated.A. It being B. It is C.

There is D. There being3.John seems a nice person. ___ , I dont trust

him.A. Even though B. Even so C. Therefore D. Though4.They

usually have less money at the end of the month than ___ at the

beginning.A. which is B. which was C. they have D. it is5.They cant

help ___ of their daughter.A. think B. to think C. thinking D.

thought6.The results obtained agreed approximately with ___

expected.A. that B. one C. those D. ones7. ___ , the story of Snow

White appeals to many adult readers, too.A. Though it written for

children B. Though written for childrenC. Though for children

written D. It was written for children8. ___ , he always tries his best to

complete it on time.A. However the task is hard B. However hard the

task isC. Though hard the task is D. Though hard is the task9. ___ I

was very much mistaken, there was something wrong with Louise.A.

Unless B. As C. Though D. Since10.They fulfilled the task in ___ it

took us.A. three-fourths time B. three-fourths timesC. three-fourths

the time D. the three-fourths time1.He showed the doctor the place

___ he felt the pain.A. that B. when C. which D. where2.He was

amazed at ___ he saw.A. that B. what C. which D. whom3.Evidence

came up ___ specific sounds are recognized by babies as young as 6



months old.A. what B. that C. which D. whose4.Do what you think

is right, ___ they say.A. however B. no matter how C. whichever D.

whatever5.We agreed to accept ___ they thought was the best tourist

guide.A. whatever B. whomever C. whichever D. whoever6. ___ with

the size of the whole earth, the highest mountain does not seem high

at all.A. When compared B. Compare C. While comparing D.

Comparing7. ___ I sympathize, I cant really do very much to help

them out of the difficulties.A. As long as B. As C. While D. Even8.

___ man can now create radioactive elements, there is nothing he

can do to reduce their radioactivity.A. As B. Whether C. While D.

Now that9.David Singer, my friends father, ___ raised and educated

in New York, lived and lectured in Africa most of his life.A. who B. if

C. while D. though10.We need a chairman ___ .A. for whom

everyone has confidence B. in whom everyone has confidenceC.

who everyone has confidence of D. whom everyone has confidence
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